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Summary. Subspace decompositions of finite element spaces based on L2-1ike
orthogonal projections play an important role for the construction and analysis
of multigrid like iterative methods. Recently several authors have proved the
equivalence of the associated discrete norms with the Hi-norm. The present
paper gives an elementary, self-contained derivation of this result which is based
on the use of K-functionals known from the theory of interpolation spaces.
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1. Introduction

Stable subspace decompositions of finite element spaces have developed into
a decisive tool for the construction and analysis of fast solvers for elliptic partial
differential equations. For domain decomposition methods, this is a long
accepted fact; we refer to El3], for example. Now we learn that the on the
first sight completely different multigrid methods can also be interpreted and
analyzed in this sense; they are multiplicative subspace correction methods 1-23].
This approach complements the classical interpretation which is reflected in
Hackbusch's convergence theory [14], especially as it concerns nonuniformly
refined meshes.
The analysis of multigrid methods as subspace correction methods began
with the work of Bank and Dupont I-3] and of Braess 1-6]. Later on, Yserentant
developed a conceptionally very simple additive method of this type, which
is especially well-suited to nonuniform grids, the hierarchical basis solver [24].
The multiplicative version of this method is the hierarchical basis multigrid
method I-4]. For a survey, we refer to 1,26].
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Given a sequence ~o, ~9], ~9~2.... of successively refined finite element spaces,
the hierarchical basis methods are based on the splitting
J

(1.1)

U=Iou+ L (IkU--Ik-lU)
k=l

of the functions u in a final space 5e ---~. Here, IkUE~q~
k denotes the finite element
interpolant of u and j is the number of refinement levels. Bramble, Pasciak,
and Xu [8, 21] had the idea to replace the decomposition (1.1) by a decomposition
J

(1.2)

u=Qou+ ~, (QkU-Qk_lU)
k=l

with Lz-like projections Qk onto 5ek. This was the break-through, which allowed
the construction of additive methods [8, 21, 25] working for three- as well
as for two space dimensions, and which allowed the analysis of classical multigrid
methods for nonuniforrnly refined grids [9, 7, 22, 23].
With ]l" I]0 a (weighted) L2-norm and Ii" II the Hi-like energy norm induced
by the second order boundary value problem under consideration, all these
theories are based on the equivalence of the energy norm on 6e = ~ with a
discrete norm given by
J

(1.3)

Illultl2= IIQoull 2 + ~ 4 k LIQku-Qk- 1nile.
k=l

For uniformly refined grids and for the special class of nonuniform triangulations
also considered in this paper, Bramble, Pasciak, and Xu I-8] proved that

(1.4)

i

--Illulll

/(l'J

2 ~ IIull 2 ~

KUIItulII z.

These bounds are already very favorable. For quasiuniform grids of gridsize
,-~h, the number j of refinement levels behaves like Ilog hi. For H2-regular problems, Bramble, Pasciak, and Xu could improve the lower bound to
(1.5)

tllulll 2 __<K 1 IIu II2.

Yserentant [25] generalized (1.4) to the more flexible grids popularized by Bank's
finite element package P L T M G [2] and carefully analyzed the influence of nonuniform initial triangulations. Later, Zhang [28] was able to improve the upper
bound in (1.4) to
(1.6)

[{uII2 < Kz I[lul[I2.
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Without assuming regularity properties of the boundary value problem under
consideration, Oswald [18, 19] and Dahmen and Kunoth [-12] proved the equivalence

(1.7)

1
--Illu[tl
K1

2 < IIu tl 2 < K 2 [llull[ 2

of the norm (1.3) to the energy norm with constants independent of the number
j of refinement levels. Similar results have recently been derived by Xu [23]
and by Zhang [28] and, for the lower bound, by Bramble and Pasciak [7].
The norm equivalence (1.7) transfers to nonuniformly refined grids. This is demonstrated by Dahmen and Kunoth [12] and follows also from considerations
in [8] and [7].
The norm equivalence (1.7) immediately implies that the additive nodal basis
preconditioner of Bramble et al. [8, 21, 25] reaches an optimal complexity,
independent of the H 2- or even the H t +'-regularity of the boundary value problem under consideration and independent of the quasiuniformity of the family
of grids. Together with a Cauchy-Schwarz type inequality as derived in Sect. 3
below, one can prove that this property transfers also to classical multigrid
methods. This is shown in [23]. An optimal convergence result of this type
has first been proved by Bramble and Pasciak [7]. Besides, the norm equivalence
(1.7) represents a solid foundation for the construction and analysis of many
new methods. A survey is given in [27].
The papers of Oswald and of Dahmen and Kunoth, respectively, are based
on the fact that the Sobolev-space H 1 (~2) coincides with certain Besov-spaces
and that the corresponding norms are equivalent. In addition, Oswald and Dabmen and Kunoth utilize that the approximation properties of L2-1ike projections
onto finite element spaces can be described by the second-order moduli of
smoothness involved in the definition of the Besov-spaces. These tools have
a long history and are well-established in approximation theory. On the other
hand, the continuous discussion of the norm equivalence (1.7) among numerical
mathematicians showed us that there is a strong need for a simpler, elementary
and self-contained presentation of the topic which we want to give with this
paper.
The paper is organized as follows+ In Sect. 2 we introduce the finite element
spaces and give a formal definition of the norms above. In Sect. 3, some technical
results are derived. The most essential is a generalized Cauchy-Schwarz inequality which has first been stated by Xu (see 1-23]) and which is a modification
of a result of Yserentant [24]. Similar estimates have been proven in [28] and
in [7]. This inequality allows the proof of upper estimates like (1.6) for rather
general subspace decompositions. In Sect. 4, this result is utilized to derive
the upper bound (1.6). The next three sections treat the lower bound in (1.7).
The crucial point is that the norm (1.3) changes, if the spaces 5ek are replaced
by subspaces. Following ideas ob Bramble, Pasciak, and Xu [8, 7], we show
in Sect. 5 that it is sufficient to consider the uniformly refined case. The boundary
values represent a special problem. In the context of partial differential equations,
often one considers spaces of functions which vanish on certain parts of the
boundary of the domain. The techniques in Sect. 7 cannot directly be applied
to this situation. Therefore, in Sect. 6, we show that it is sufficient to consider
the case that no boundary values are prescribed. This result is a special case
of a theorem proven by Oswald [18].
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Section 7 is the heart of our paper. Utilizing K-functionals instead of moduli
of smoothness, we derive the lower bound in (1.7) for the remaining case of
uniformly refined grids and free boundary values. Together with the results
of the preceding sections, the desired norm equivalence follows.
Finally, in Sect. 8, stable local decompositions of finite element functions
are constructed. They consist of finite element functions which vanish outside
the refinement regions. Such decompositions are used in the analysis of multigrid
methods with local smoothing procedures and of their additive counterparts.

2. The finite element spaces and norms

Although all our considerations are dimension independent or can easily be
generalized to the three-dimensional case, for the ease of presentation we restrict
out attention to two space dimensions.
Let f2___R2 be a bounded polygonal domain without slits and let F be possibly empty subset of the boundary of f2. By a conforming triangulation f of
~, we mean a set of triangles such that the intersection of two such triangles
is either empty or consists of a common edge or a common vertex. Here we
start with an intentionally coarse conforming triangulation ~--0 of t2. We assume
that the boundary piece F is composed of edges of triangles in 5-0.
With the triangles T ~ o we associate weights co(T)>0. Similar to [25],
we utilize the inner products
(2.1)

(u' v)~

S'

o)(T)

~ area(T) o~

uvdx

on L2 (G) and
2

(2.2)

D(u,v)]~= Z ~o(T) Z
T ~ .-q-o

i=1

I

D, uD, vdx

GriT

on HX(G) for subsets G of I]. They induce the weighted L2-norm given by
(2.3)

][u [12;o = (u, u)G

and the H~-like seminorm given by
(2.4)

]u12;o = D(u, u)[o.

For G = ~ , we omit the subscript G. In the application to elliptic boundary
value problems, the weights co(T) have the task to cover jumps of the coefficient
functions across the boundaries of the triangles in the initial triangulation. In
this paper (except for Sect. 7), constants are assumed to be independent of the
co(T). Note that for the weights co(T)= 1, (2.4) is the usual Hl-seminorm. (2.4)
serves as a standardized energy norm. The task of the weights 1~area(T) in
the L2-1ike inner product (2.1) is to make the estimates independent of the
sizes of the triangles in the initial triangulation. In the three-dimensional case,
these factors have to be replaced by the factors 1/diam(T) 2.
The triangulation ~ 0 is refined several times, giving a family of nested, possibly nonconforming triangulations ~--0,~,~--2 .... A triangle of ~ + 1 is either
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a triangle of f k or is generated by subdividing of triangle of J k into four congruent subtriangles. The triangles of J-0 are level 0 elements, and the triangles
created by the refinement of level k - 1 elements are level k elements. The mesh
Jk may contain unrefined triangles from all lower levels, and thus it may be
a highly nonuniform mesh.
We require that the level of two triangles in a triangulation ~--k, which have
at least one common point, differs at most by one. This rule forces a patchwise
refinement which means a certain restriction. The resulting meshes are sufficiently general to cover any desired type of singularity, but somewhat less flexible
than the families of triangulations considered in 1-4] or 1-25], for example.
Finally, we demand that only triangles of the level k are refined in the transition
from J-k to 5-k+ 1- This rule means that, for a given initial triangulation Yo
and for a given final triangulation ~ , the intermediate triangulations
..... ~ - 1 can be reconstructed uniquely.
Corresponding to the triangulations ~k we have finite element spaces 6ek.
consists of all functions which are continuous on D and linear on the triangles
in ~k and which vanish on F. By construction, Jk is subspace of ~ for k < I.
The vertices of the triangles in J k are called nodes. We distinguish the set
JVk of the free nodes and the remaining set of the nonfree nodes. A function
UE6ek is determined by its values at the free nodes Xe~k, the values of u at
the free nodes can be given arbitrarily. Under the given assumptions, nonfree
nodes are always midpoints of edges connecting two free nodes. The values
at the nonfree nodes can be computed by linear interpolation along these edges
from the values at the corresponding neighbored free nodes.
In addition to the family of triangulations above, we need the uniformly
refined family of triangulations ~-0, ~1, 3-2,-.. of O. ~-0 is the given initial
triangulation 9--0. The triangles in ~k § I are generated by subdividing all triangles
in ~k into four congruent subtriangles.
The space ~k consists of all functions which are continuous on 0 and linear
on the triangles in ~k. The functions in 57k are given by their values at the
nodes in Xk which are the vertices of the triangles in ~k. The space 6e;, consists
of all those functions in ~k which vanish on the boundary piece F.
An advantage of our construction is that the spaces 6ek are true subspaces
of the spaces 6e~, and ~k which simplifies our proofs considerably.
The L2-1ike projections Qk:L2~6ak, Q ~ , : L 2 ~ , ,
and O,k:L2--~ff~k are
defined by

(2.5)

(Qku, v)=(u, v),

ve~,

and correspondingly by
(2.6)

(Q'kU, v'),

V' E~,~'k,

and by
(2.7)

(Oku, ~=(u,~,

~.

For the rest of this paper we fix a final level j and denote the corresponding
finite element spaces 3 , S:~, and 6~ by 6r 6:', and ~,, respectively. On 6:,
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5:', and 5~, we introduce three closely related seminorms. These seminorms
are
J
(2.8)
tQoul 2 h- ~', 4 k [1Qku --Qk-1 u[t2,
k=l.

on the finite element space 5'~= 3 ,
J

(2.9)

IQ'oul2 + ~ 4 ktlo~,u-o~,_xul} 2
k=l

on the finite element space 5:' = 5Pj, and finally
J
(2.10)

[OoU[ 2 q- 2 4k ]lQk u - - O k - I UJ[2
k=l

on the finite element space fie = 5~j. Our aim is the comparison of these seminorms
by each other and primarily their comparison with the weighted H l - s e m i n o r m
[ul2 = D(u, u).

(2.11)

As it will turn out, all these seminorms are equivalent on 5:.
We end with some remarks concerning the coefficients 4 k. These factors
are not dimension dependent, but reflect the refinement strategy. For example,
they have to be replaced by the factors 9 k, if one reduces the diameters of
the triangles by the factor 3 instead by the factor 2 in the transition from one
level to the next.

3. Some technical results
Before we start with the comparison theorems, we derive some basic properties
of the finite element spaces. We begin with an inverse inequality.
L e m m a 3.1. For all functions v ~
(3.1)

and all triangles T ~ - k ,

[vt2;T< Co 4k [lVllo2;T9

The constant Co depends only on the shape regularity of the triangles in the
initial triangulation.
We omit the p r o o f which is standard and remark only that the factor 4 k
enters because we normalized the L2-1ike norm (2.3) by the areas of the triangles
in the initial triangulation.
Several times we will cut off finite element functions. Under this operation,
the L2-1ike norm (2.3) cannot increase very much.
L e m m a 3.2. Let A be a triangle which is a subset of a triangle in ~--o. Let
be a linear function taking the same values as v at one or two vertices of A
and the value 0 at the remaining vertices o l d . Then
(3.2)

-2

~3

Ilv[I0,a = ~

2
Ilvllo;~.
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Proof. If a linear function w takes the values w 1, w2 and w 3 at the vertices
of A, then
iw(x)[2 dx = area(A)
12 (w~+w~+w~+(w~+w2+w3)2)
A

Thus the proposition follows from the estimates

v~ + v~ + (vl + v2)2 =<~-(~ + ~ + ~ + (vl + ~2 +~3)2),
corresponding to the case that one value is set to zero, and
V2

3 2 +vZ,+v~ +(vl +v2 +v3)z)
+v,2 =<:(v~

corresponding to the other case. These estimates cannot be improved.

[]

The main result of this section is a Cauchy-Schwarz type inequality which
has been stated by X u (see [-23]), but which has essentially already been proven
in [--24]. Related rcsults can be found in [-7] and in [--28].

There is a constant C depending only on the shape regularity of
the triangles under consideration with

L e m m a 3.3.

(3.3)

[ 1 ~ z-k
D(v, W)lr<C\l/~ ] IVll;T2t]lwllo;T

for all triangles T~ ~-k and for all functions v ~ ffak, W~ ~ , l > k.
Proof. F o r l = k + l , one can apply L e m m a 3.1 to w and gets (3.3) with the
constant C = ]//2 Co. F o r l > k + 2, let w0 ~ 67~tbe given by

w~

(x)'

x~tt\~TX~nOT

Then, with w~ = w - w 0 , the inner product to be estimated can be written as

O(v, w)l r = O(v, W0)IT+ O(v, Wl)IT.
The essential point is that w~ vanishes on the b o u n d a r y of T. As v is linear
on T, therefore we obtain, by partial integration,

D(v, Wl)IT=0.
The function Wo vanishes outside a b o u n d a r y strip S of Twith

area (S) _ 1 - (1 -- 3 (89 k)2 < 6 (89 k.
area(T)
As the first order derivatives of v are constant on T,

/ 1 \l-k
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follows. Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 yield
[Wol2;s< Co al tlWo[lo2,s<~ Co4' Ilwtlo2;r.
This proves the proposition with the constant C = 3 ~ o .

[]

The local estimate (3.3) implies the global estimate

D(v,w)<C[~) [vii 2~tlwlro
/ 1 \t-k

(3.4)

for the functions v ~ 6~k, W~ and l > k. In [24-1, in the next section, and probably
in most other interesting cases, (3.4) is applied to functions w ~ for which
2tl[W][o can be estimated by IWll. One gets the strengthened Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality
/ 1 \Z-k

D(v,w)<C(~) lvh Iw,,.

This fact justifies the name Cauchy-Schwarz type inequality for (3.3) and (3.4).
We remark that, utilizing the same idea, estimates corresponding to (3.3)
and (3.4) can be proven for any bilinear form

2
(3.5)

a(u,v)= ~

S alkDiuDkvdX

i,k=l~

with coefficient functions alk which are continuously differentiable on the triangles in the initial triangulation. The only difference to the proof of (3.3) is that
one obtains
(3.6)

a(v, wl)lr < M* Iv[1;r [Iwl [Io;r < ~ M* Iv[1; r IlWllo;r

instead of D(v, wl)[r=0. The generalization to higher order functions is also
possible; see 1-27-1.
The estimate (3.4) is the basis for the proof of the last result in this section
which has a rather general range of application.
Lemma 3.4. Assume that a function u ~

has the decomposition

/
(3.7)

U=Uo+ ~ Uk,

k=l

Uk~6~k-

Then there exists a constant K depending only on the shape regularity of the
triangles in the initial triangulation, but not on j, with
(3.8)

lul2< K{luo]2 + ~, 4k][Uk][2~.

k=l
Proof. Let
~o=[Uoll,

~k=2k [IUkllO (k~ 1).
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Then by (3.4) and the inverse estimate (3.1),

= ~ Uk2
k=0

1

j

~t= [ l \[k-lt

k,/=0

k,

0

As the largest eigenvalue of the matrix with the entries

[ 1 ~lk-tl
ak'=~-~)
is bounded by
max

k=0 .....

~ lak,l<l+2
Jl=o

~ \1/~]

k=l

]//2--1

one obtains
lul~__<Y~22+1 J 2
- 1 ~o r
which is the proposition.

[]

4. The upper bound
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.4, we can derive Zhang's upper bound
(1.6) and can estimate the weighted H l-seminorm (2.1 1) on the fixed final space
50 = 5~j by the seminorm (2.8).

Theorem 4.1. There is a constant K2, which depends only on the shape regularity
of the triangles in the initial triangulation, with
(4.1)

lulE<=K2{IQoU[2q- ~ 4k[IQkU--Qk-lUlt~)
k=l

for all functions u~50.
Proof Apply Lemma 3.4 to the decomposition
J
u=Qju=Qou+ ~'. (QkU--Qk-iU).

[]

k=l

It should be noted that (4.1) is a local estimate. Neither the size of the triangles
in the initial triangulation nor the weights o)(T) enter into the constant.
Of course, corresponding estimates can be proven for the spaces 5 ~ and
5~ with the seminorm (2.8) replaced by the seminorms (2.9) and (2.10), respectively.
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5. The reduction to the case of uniformly refined meshes
The proof, that the s e m i n o r m (2.8) can conversely be estimated by the weighted
H l - s e m i n o r m (2.11), is a m u c h m o r e delicate task. As mentioned in the introduction, this p r o o f consists of several steps. Following ideas of Bramble, Pasciak
and Xu I-8, 7], we show in this section that it is sufficient to analyze the case
of a uniform refinement.
As 6:k is a subset of the space 6:k' arising from a uniform refinement, it
is trivial that

(5.1)

Ilu-Q~ullo~ ItU--QkUllo

for all ufL2(~Q ). The key observation in this section, going back to [8] and
[7], is that, for functions u in the finite element space 6: = 6~, the right-hand
side of (5.1) can conversely be estimated by the left hand side. At this place
the special patchwise refinement structure enters.
Lemma 5.1. For ue6: and k = 0 , 1. . . . . j,

I[U-QkUlIo~l//~ll U--QkUllo.

(5.2)

Proof. We define the subset O k of ~ as the union of all triangles in ~ of a
level less than k. Of course, it is possible that ~k is the e m p t y set. Let the
m a p p i n g Rk: 5 e' ~ 6: be given by

(RkV)(X)=(;IX)'X6~J\~k
~~.
As, by assumption, triangles in ~ of a level greater than k cannot intersect
Ok, Rk m a p s 6:~ into 6:k. F o r the same reason and by L e m m a 3.2, the estimate

(5.3)

llekvIIo2 ~31tvtlo2

holds for the linear c o m b i n a t i o n s v of functions in 6: and 6:k'.
Introducing v = u -- Ik U, with I k u ~ 6:k the finite element interpolation of u ~ 6 e,
we obtain

[lu-Qkullo = IIv-Qkv[10 < Ilv- R~ Q'kVllo.
As v vanishes on Ok, we have v = Rk v. Therefore
Ilu - Ok Ul[o ~ IlRk(V-- Q~ v)ll0 : ]tRk(u-- Q~ u)li 0T h e proposition n o w follows from (5.3).

[]

Using L e m m a 5.1, the s e m i n o r m (2.8) of a function u e 6 : can be estimated
by its s e m i n o r m (2.9).
Theorem 5.2. For u ~ 6:,

k=!

k=1
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Proof. By L e m m a 5.1 we have
J

J

k=l

k=l

~_~ 4kllQku--Qk-lull2<= ~_. 4kllu-Qk-~utl~
J

< 3 ~. 4~llu_Q~,_,ullg
k=l

J

J

<=3 E 4k E IlQ;u-Q;-lull~
k=l

l=k

Changing the order of summation gives

• 4gllQkU_Qk_lUllo<~23
k=l

/=1
J
~ 3 E 4

4k IIQ'w--Q't-lUlI~
k

1

'
,
~4 l IIQlu-Qt-lull~.

l=l

As ~o = 5~d and therefore Qo u = Q~ u, the proposition follows.

[]

6. The reduction to the case that no boundary values are prescribed

In this section we show
instead of the seminorm
ttere it is formulated and
The constants in this
near the boundary F. We
(6.1)

that it is sufficient to estimate the seminorm (2.10)
(2.9). This result is essentially due to Oswald [18].
proved in a different form.
section depend on the jumps of the coefficients to(T)
introduce the constant

o(F)=max, ~~
T~EYo,T1 c~ T2c~F#0}
(o(T9

Our aim is the proof of the following
Theorem 6.1. If there exists a constant KI independent of j with
J

(6.2)

[OoU[~Z+ ~ 4 k [IOku-Ok-,ulI~<g, Jul2
k=l

for all functions u e S g ' = S f , then there exists also a constant K'l independent
of j with
(6.3)

J
IQ'oul~ + ~ 4k iIQ~u - Q~_, u II~ < K1 a(F)luh2
k=l

for all u~6 a'.
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The p r o o f of this theorem is based on the
L e m m a 6.2. Given a decomposition
J

U=Uo +

(6.4)

~ Uk,
k=l

Uk~-~k,

of a function u~9 ~ there exists a decomposition

J

u=u;+ y~ u~,

(6.5)

u~e~',

k=l

with
(6.6)

4k Itu;,llg< d ~ ( r )

luol~ +

k=l

4k Iluk]10
z
k=l

where ~ is independent of j and of the o9(T).
Accepting this proposition for a while, we can give a

Proof of Theorem 6.1. Let u~SP'. Since
J

u=tToU+ E (~u-O~_~u)
k=l

a n d because of the assumption (6.2), there exists, by L e m m a 6.2, a decomposition
J

u=u'o+ Y. u'~, u ' ~ ' ,
k=l

with
J

~ 4k 11U'kI]2 ~ COa(F)tu[ 2.

(6.7)

k=l

The C a u c h y - S c h w a r z inequality leads to
/

j

t

4 k ItQk, u - Qk-,
, ul[ o2 = ~, ~ 4k (Q'kU-- Q'k-, U, Qk, U,, -- Qk-,
, u',)
k=l

l=lk=l
~ j

1

"1 1/2 ( J

<= l~=lk~__142k-lllQ'ku--Q'k-lU[12~

l

A rearrangement of the first sum gives
j

2

l

j

j

~, 42k-'HQ'ku--Q'k-,ulI2= 2

1=1 k=l

) 1/2

~t~=lk~=4'[lQ'kU'l--Q'k-lU',l[2~"

2 42k-tl[Q'ku--Q'k-,U][2

k = l l=k
J
<=~y~

k=l

,
,
4 ~ IIQkU--ek_lUl]
2.
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F o r the second sum on the right-hand side one obtains
j

t

j

~. 4~ llQ'~u'z-Q'~- ~u'~II~<= ~. 4'llu'tl[0z.
/=1

k=l

/=1

Together this yields
J

i

4'llu'tll~.

Z 4kllQ'ku--Q'k-~UllZ<=~ ~
k=l

/=1

With (6.7) one obtains
J

4 k ]]Q'ku-- Q'k-, ull z Nc,

a(V)lul~.

k=l

As by L e m m a 3.4

J (QkU--Qk-;
lu-- Qou]; 2 = k~-,
IN

'

u) I <C2 k=,
~ 4k IIQk'U-

0k' - , nil 2 ,

1
2 and therefore also ]Q'ou[~ can be estimated by lull, too.
-Qou[1

[]

F o r the p r o o f of the lemma, we split the functions ul . . . . . uj in (6.4) into sums
(6.8)

u~=v'~+wk,

v'~e~;,w~e~,

where w k is given by
(6.9)
We set
(6.10)

J
W = U o + ~ Wk.
k=l

By definition, w coincides with u on the b o u n d a r y piece F. As ueSP' vanishes
on F, w vanishes there, too. Let

(6.11)

u;=roW, w'~='fkW--'fk-lw (k>=l)

with the finite element interpolation operators I'k: 5~ ~ ~ . Then U'oeS~, W'keS'~'
and w~(x)=0 for x ~ _
1.
J

(6.12)

w=u'o+ ~ W'k
k=l

is the hierarchical decomposition of w. F o r k > 1, let
(6.13)

u~,= v~,+ w~,.
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The desired decomposition (6.5) of u is
J

(6.14)

u=u'o+ ~ U'R.
k=l

The backbone of the proof of the lemma is the estimate
J

~ 4k tlw'~ltg<=c3a(r)lwl~.

(6.15)

k=l

We postpone the proof of (6.15) and continue the proof of our lemma. Utilizing
the representation (6.10) of w and Lemma 3.4, (6.15) leads to
4k

c,a(F) [Uolz +

k=l

1

4 kltwklloz .
k=l

By Lemma 3.2,

tlw~ I1o
~ __<3iiu~lt o~"
Therefore

4k tlW'kl]z
k=l

<=cs~(r){luol~+
~ Ilukll~}.
4k

k=l

Using u;, = v~,+ w;,, and as also

ltv~lt~ <3ttu~lG
we obtain the final estimate

4klIu'kI[~<Ca(F){tUo]~+ ~
k=l

4ktlUk[l~}"

k=l

This proves the lemma.
For the remaining proof of (6.15), first we remark that, for all linear functions
07-o,
v and all triangles T e ~ k with T _c ~,, i"e~Y
(6.16)

1
4 -k
~-ttVlIo2;T<~O(~)q~ -

Z

IV(X)I~<IIvlIo2,T"

xe,,~k c~ T

Let ~ * be the set consisting of all triangles in ~ which intersect F along
a whole edge. Utilizing (6.16) and the special structure of the functions w~,,
one recognizes that

(6.17)

IIw~ltg=<w(r)

~

IIw'~II~;T
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where 7 is a simple constant which depends only on the maximum number
of triangles in ~-0 having a common vertex on F. Therefore it is sufficient to
show the estimate
J

~

(6.18)

k=l

4k

E
Ilw'~ll~;r<C61wl2,r
T~,~q-~-I,T~

for a given fixed triangle 7`e~--*.
Without restriction we can assume that this triangle 7`~Y-o* has the vertices
(0, 0), (0, 1) and (a, b), a > 0 , and that the intersection of 7`with F is the line
b
X2=aX1,

O<=xl<=a,

connecting the vertices (0, 0) and (a, b). We subdivide 7"into the parallel strips

Gk={(XI,X2)ET` bxl + 2-k<=x2~bxl + 2-(k-l,}
for k = 1 , . . . , j a n d a remaining strip

Gj+l={(xl,x2)~7` bxl =xz
< <=aXl
b + 2-s}.
P1, Pz, P3

We consider a fixed triangle T ~ * - a with vertices
where we assume
that the line connecting Pz with P3 is the intersection of T with F. Let P4 be
the midpoint of the line connecting Pa with
be the midpoint of the line
connecting P2 and P3 and P6 be the midpoint of the line connecting P3 with
P~. w~, is linear on the four subtriangles in ~ the union of which is T, and
w itself is linear on the triangle T' with the vertices P~, P4 and P6. One has

Pz, P5

w~(~) = w~(~)= w ~ ) = w~(e~)=0
and

w~(Pi)=w(P~)-89

i=4,6.

A study of the associated quadratic forms shows that
IIw~II~;T~ 10 IlWll0;
2 T"= 10 Ilwll0,
2 r n GkTherefore
J

(6.19)

~ 4k
k=l

J

~

Ilw~,[12;r<10~ 4k[Iwll2;~k.

T~ff-~-I,T~_'I"

k=l

Because of

area(7`)
@ 4k
( b )-2]w(x)]2dx
~ ( ~ ) - k-~l- IlwIl2;Gk<4 rS x2--Xla

--4io

]w(xl, x2)[2

dx2]dx 1,
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(6.15) now follows from the elementary estimate

f(t)2dt:~ t--~ fl--~ 2f(t)f'(t)dt<4S f'(t)2dt
for continuous and piecewise linear functions f : [~, fl]--}R with f ( ~ ) = 0 and
the fact that area(R)~ 1 for the special triangle Tunder consideration here.

7. The lower bound
There remains to estimate the discrete seminorm (2.10) by the HI-like seminorm
(2.11). This is the key result of Oswald's papers as well as of Dahmen's and
Kunoth's paper. Here we present a strongly simplified proof which avoids the
use of Besov-spaces. Instead of moduli of smoothness, we use the more flexible
K-functionals.
We restrict out attention to the case
(7.1)

tn(T) = 1,

T E Y 0.

In addition, we assume that the initial triangulation is quasiuniform. That means
that there are positive constants ct0 and cq of order 1 and a meshsize H with
(7.2)

otoH<diam(T)<~l H,

T~Jo.

As a change of the size of the domain I2 does not affect the ratio of the seminorms
(2.10) and (2.11), we can assume
(7.3)

H = 1.

With (7.1) and (7.2), (7.3), the weighted L2-norm (2.3) behaves like the usual
L2-norm 11-tlo,2;r~ without weights and the seminorm (2.11) is the
H 1(f2)-seminorm [-tL2;o. At the end of this section, we give a short discussion
of the general case.
For ueL2(O) and t > 0, we introduce the (slightly modified) K-functional
(7.4)

K(t,u)= oeH2(Q)
inf {tIU--/)]t2

2
"11/2
2 + t2 .v 2,2j

where I" 12,2 = [" 12,2;x~is the usual H2-seminorm given by

(7.5)

2

1v12,2=- ~

(2m) S t(D1D2v)(x)]2dx"
, . .

re+n=2

K-functionals play a dominant role for the construction and analysis of interpolation spaces [16] and in abstract approximation theory; see [5] and [10],
for example.
One can use the K-functional (7.4) to describe the approximation properties
of the projections ~k: L2 (co)--* ~ .
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Lemma 7.1. There exists a constant Co such that

l[u-Qk ullo < co K (4 -k, u)

(7.6)

for all functions u~L2(12).
Proof Let "[kVe~ be the interpolant of an arbitrary function v~H2(s'2). Then,
Ilu-0~ull0 < IlU--IkVllo < Ilu--vii0 + IlV--'[kVlIo
holds. By the assumptions (7.1), (7.2), and (7.3),

Ilu-O~Ullo <=C*{ ltu-vll~.2 + tlv- ?kv]l~,2} ~/2
follows. As, by (7.2) and (7.3), the triangles in ~ have diameters ~ 2 -k, the
fmite element approximation theory (see [11] or E15]) states

IIV-- ?k VI{0, 2 ~

C ( 2 - k ) 2 IV[z, 2"

This yields

ilu_O_kUllo <Co{llu_vll~.2+(4-k)2 ,,2
u 2 , 2 S~1/29
Taking the infimum over all vEH2(~2), one obtains the proposition.

[]

Utilizing (7.6), we can estimate the critical part of the discrete seminorm
(2.10) in terms of the K-functional.
Lemma 7.2. For all u~L2(O),
j

j-I

~, 4k {]QkU--Qk-1 uH2<=4C2 E 4kK(4-k'u)2"

(7.7)

k=l

k=O

Proof (7.6) yields
J

J

J

k=l

k=l

4RIIO.kU--O-k-lUl] 2< ~ 4kIlU--O-k-~Ul[2< ~ 4kc2K(4-tk-D,U) 2. []

k=l

Next we show that, for u~6 e', the right-hand side of (7.7) can be estimated
by the Hl-seminorm of the function u. First, we have to consider functions
which are defined on the whole ]R 2.
Lemma 7.3. For all ueHI(R1),
(7.8)

27~

2

~ 4 kK ( 4 - k, U; ~z)2 <_3_ ]U]I' z; R2k=0

Proof Expressing the norms in terms of Fourier-transforms, one finds
t2 [~~4 1a(r
K(t'U;R2)2=~---~ 1 +tzlcol4

dco
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and obtains

4kK(4 -k, u;IR2)2 = 2 ~ ~ S(co)kol21a(o~)12do~
k=O

where the kernel S(og) is given by

S(co)=~

4k

k=O

4-2k1~12
1 +4-2k[~[4"

It satisfies the estimate

S(~o)<4 i
=3o

k~ z

ds<47t

l + s 2[~oI4

=

2"

This yields the proposition
2n 1
~" 4kK(4-R'u;~')22 <T2~-~
if2 1~176176

[]

k=O

Now we are in the position to treat the case of our polygonal domain t2. For
this purpose, we need an extension operator
(7.9)

E: 6 e ' ~ H 2 ( R 2)

which is bounded independent of the number of refinement levels and independent of the initial triangulation of the domain; for all u~6 e', let

IEul~,2;R2 ~

(7.10)

c(V2)lull 2;0-

If F consists of the whole boundary of f2, the trivial extension by zero satisfies
(7.10) with c ( f 2 ) = l ; for this special case, one could also allow domains with
slits. The general case is more complicated, but as we have assumed that the
domain f2 has a Lipschitz-boundary, one can construct an extension operator
E: HX(I2)~ HI(~ 2) which satisfies (7.10) for all ueHl(f~); we refer to [20, 17],
or [1-l. Unfortunately, the constant c(f2) can tend to infinity, if an exterior angle
of t2 tends to zero, i.e. if f2 approaches a slit domain.
Utilizing (7.10) we can prove:
Lemma 7.4. There exists a constant cl such that, for all u~5~',
(7.11)

~ 4kK(4-k,u; f~)2 <= clluh,2;~.
2
k=O

Proof. Using the trivial estimate
K(t, u; I2) < K(t, Eu; R2),
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one gets

4kK(4-k,u;f2) 2< ~,
k=O

4kK(4-k,Eu;~-Z)E<~-IEuI~,z;R2.

k=O

With (7.10), the proposition follows.

[]

Combining (7.7) and (7.11), we end up with the estimate
J

(7.12)

~

4k[lOkU--Ok_lUl[~e2lu[ 2,

UU.~'.

k=l

For the functions u in the finite element space 5e', the representation
J

(7.13)

u - 0o u = Z

u- 0

_1 u)

k=l

holds. By Lemma 3.4, l u - Q 0 u l l and therefore also IQoUll can be estimated
by lull. We have proven the main result of this section:
Theorem 7.5. Under the assumption (7.1) and (7.2), there exists a constant g,1,
independent of j, such that
J

(7.14)

](~oul2 + ~', 4k l]0k/'/--0k--1U[] 2 ~<~/~1 [U]2
k=l

for all u~5 ~'.
Of course, the estimates above hold also for the case that no boundary
values are prescribed, even if with possibly larger constants.
Together with the results of the preceding two sections, we get the described
final lower estimate:
Theorem 7.6. There exists a constant K 1 independent of j such that, for all u~ff',
J

(7.15)

]Qoul 2 + ~, 4k l[QkU-Qk-1 ult 2 < Ka [u[2.
k=l

Together with Theorem 4.1, this theorem shows that the discrete (semi-)norm
J

(7.16)

[llulllz = IQoul 2 + ~ 4 k IlQkU-- Qk-1 ul[2
k=t

on 5p is equivalent to the Hi-like seminorm l u h.
In fact, only the maximum ratio of the coefficients og(T) for neighboring
triangles in the initial triangulation J-o enters into the optimal constants /(x
and Ka in the last two theorems, and not the quasiuniformity of Y'0 or the
maximum ratio of the coefficients og(T), T e ~ o . This can be seen by a local
version of our proof. One has to introduce L2-bounded quasi-interpolation operators Mk: 5~ ~ 5~k, which reproduce the functions in 5ak, such that for T ~ ,
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)9lkuITdepends only on the values of u on the triangles in ~k intersecting the
triangle T. Then one utilizes

(7.17)

llU--OkUll~ ~. ItU--2~kUlI~;T
T e-~-k

and estimates the terms in the sum on the right-hand side by local K-functionals.
Using uniformly bounded local extension operators, one finally obtains the
desired local version of Theorem 7.6.

8. Local decompositions
For the analysis of multigrid methods on nonuniformly refined meshes with
local smoothing procedures, and for the analysis of the corresponding additive
methods, one needs stable decompositions
J

(8.1)

u = u 0 + Y, uk,

u,e~,

k=l

of the functions uE5: where the functions Uk vanish at all nodes outside the
triangles of a level > k in ~ , i.e. outside a neighborhood of the refinement
region. In this section, we construct such decompositions.
The discrete norm on 6: = S#~given by
^

(8.2)

area(T)

~,

is equivalent to the weighted norm (2.3). A simple calculation shows that

(8.3)

~llvlt2~lllvlll2~llvll 2,

v~,

holds. The norm (8.2) induces an inner product on 6:. With respect to this
inner product, we define orthogonal projections Hk: 5e ~ 6ek and consider the
decomposition
J

(8.4)

u=Hou+

~ (HkU--IIk-lU)
k=l

of the functions ue5:. 1-1kU--l-I k_ i u vanishes at all nodes x ~
not contained
in triangles of ~ of a level >k. If we are able to show that the seminorm
given by
(8.5)

Ir/oUl~ +

J

~ 4 k ]]IlkU--IIk-1Ul[ 2
k=l

is equivalent to the seminorm (2.11), then (8.4) is a decomposition of the desired
type.
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Theorem 8.1. There is a constant K~ with

J
(8.6)

[/-/oU[~ +

4 k l[/TkU--l-lk_1 ull2~K~ [ul 2

k=l

and a constant K* with
lul~ <=K* {117oU[~ + ~ 4k II177k-l U--17kUII~}.

(8.7)

k=l

Proof By (8.3) we have
l117kU--17k-, nil02_--<411117~u - - r / k - i ulllo2 _--<4111u - r / k _ 1 ulll02
< 4 Illu - Ok- 1 utllo2 < 4 flu - Ok -1U II8"
A s in the p r o o f of T h e o r e m 5.2,
J

J

4kl117kU--17k--,ull~ - ~ 4kIIQkU--Qk-lUll 2
k=l

k=l

follows. T h e o r e m 7.6 yields
J

4 k l{/Tku--IIk-i U[I2 <Cl lul 2.
k=l

U t i l i z i n g L e m m a 3.4, one o b t a i n s as u s u a l
J

[u- Ilou[2 ~c= ~ 4k l[l-1kU--17k- l Ull2k=l

T h e r e f o r e ]u-170u11 a n d [170u11 c a n also be e s t i m a t e d b y lull. T h i s p r o v e s (8.6).
T h e e s t i m a t e (8.7) follows f r o m L e m m a 3.4. [ ]
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